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Abstract
In this article, we compare the traditional call model and the new call model where voice and data are united together in
a globally interoperable way, and analyze the data enriched voice service via call personalization, call-to-browse, and
call-to-advertise. This work aims to better understand the characteristics and current situations of voice service in the
telemarketing industry and forecast its market potential.
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1. Introduction
3GSM World Congress 2007 in Barcelona has marked a turning point in the availability, or at least announcement of,
multimedia enhancements to Caller ID and Call Alerts. As would be expected for such a new area, there are many ideas
about how to proceed. Some offers are positioned as extensions to “ringtone” ’ while others have a broader vision of
how rich media can be added to the telephone call. Some service requires either calling parties to be on each other
buddy lists; or both calling parties to install client software, while others do not. Some platforms are SIP/IMS/VoIP
oriented, while a small number can be implemented in standard 2.5G and 3G environments. Some use relatively
sophisticated service platforms while others are quite basic point products. Most are launched on the web independent
of operators while some only work with operators’ network infrastructure. Some claim “patents pending” while others
have granted patents, though in quite diverse areas and sometimes rather late.
2. The Call model
2.1 The traditional call model
The traditional call model (Figure 1) only makes the benefit for the operator by charging a fee during the in-call, there
are no commercial activities during pre-call and post-call.
2.2 The new call model
The new call model (Figure 2) brings new and diverse commercial activities during the pre-call and post-call periods,
which in turn generate new business value.
3. Call Personalizations
3.1 Mobile music service market
From the table 1,we find that a huge share of mobile music revenue and consumers come from personalized services,
among them ringback tone is the largest, full-track download still marginal, ringtone ARPU is decreasing while ring
back tone ARPU is still increasing within next 3 years. Other studies from OVUM even foresee a decrease of total
revenues from ringtones and wallpaper download in APAC during the same period.While ringtone service revenue is
expected to decrease, it leaves room for the growth of new music and personalization services.
3.2 Innovation in the ring tone personalization area (Figure3)
Major innovation is happening in the call personalization area, mainly coming from start-up companies highly invested
by venture capitals looking for the next ringtone application.
The competitors listed here typically have early Skype implementations or private beta tests:
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 Gizmoz allows to create 3D animated avatars based on user pictures. It raised $6.5 million recently from investors,
including DoCoMo. It announced a partnership with AOL for talking 3D avatars [1]. (Figure4)
 Vringo allows to create a community of users with whom you can share content as a ringtone when you call them.
Portfolio of licensed music and video content is available [2]. (Figure5)
 Comverse has developed Klonies as a customizable avatar service for mobile and Internet calls. Currently its
service is available to Skype users [3]. (Figure6)
 Emotive has an application called Ringjam which allows callers to customize Internet call alert with purchasable
licensed music and video content. Ringjam is currently available on Skype[4]. EMotive has raised $7.7 million from
investors including Warner Music Group[5]. (Figure7)
 Monikker starts as the next Generation of Ringtone and Caller ID, as the caller can choose for each call,
multimedia – sound, image and text message, same across fixed, mobile or broadband (VoIP, SIP, IMS…)[6]. (Figure8)
 Innovation is also driven by major Internet players aiming to move towards the mobile world through their IM and
community pages. Key Internet players are Google, Yahoo, MSN, AOL, Skype, Facebook, etc; while they come to
compete with carriers, innovation in personalization servers as a key differentiator.
4. Call – to - Browse Experience
While 76% of mobile users in developed countries have Internet through their mobile phones, only 32% use the service
[7]
. Technology is giving more possibilities, more choice, but also more complexities. Placing or answering a voice call
or a SMS is still what most people can or are willing to do. Simplification of the end-user experience is required to
bring any enhanced service to the mobile world. Operators have shown reluctance in bringing content to their
subscribers. New mobile players are actively exploring this opportunity.
The operator uses the SMS simple interface to request for premium content (weather, stocks, addresses, etc), which is
limited in content size (due to SMS) and fastidious in navigation. (Figure9)
The mobile phone camera can be used as a 2D barcode reader. Pictures can be decoded into 400 bytes information such
as the contact details or the URL. End users just need to take a picture of a magazine or the billboard instead of typing
complex URL address, and do not require to handle printing media. (Figure10)
New devices such as iPhone include direct access buttons on phone menu to embedded online applications such as
Maps, Weather, Stocks, etc. Often portal services can create new widgets coming directly on the phone interface (i.e.,
Facebook). (Figure11)
Yahoo Go! offers a one-stop-shop for mobile client to select from all of Yahoo Internet world: email, news, flick
pictures, maps, finance, RSS feeds, etc and a mobile browser that adapts Internet content to mobile screen size.
(Figure12)
Keying in a URL or clicking on a hyperlink works conveniently on a PC, but not so on a mobile device. Many attempts
have tried to replace the trigger of a data session by a simpler action: SMS, barcode, specific mobile client, or even
RFID tags. But attempts resulted in either a limited experience or more complicated end-user experience. Coupling or
triggering a data session before or after a voice call could be a more natural way to proceed as every mobile phone
owner knows how to place a phone call.
Many start-up targets this function such as one Australian company Monikker which sets up their network market as:
Figure13
Value Proposition:


Consumers can 'make it mine' if they like a call based on Monikker and order the music or image.



Content owners get a new 'viral' distribution channel – consumers promoting their content at no cost!



Scenario



Business pays MSP to deliver a call



monikkers and receives customer feedback.



Parties



Party A chooses a monikker, knowing that it is available to others



Party B chooses to “make it mine” and pays



Content provider chooses this distribution option and MSP serves as the intermediary



Business Model



MSP earns a share of every sale from unique platforms
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Has lower advertising and promotion costs than other media. New platform for “Hits”



Call monikker can be free, but full song paid for – customers become advocate

5. Call–to- advertise
5.1 market view
The average consumer spends 3 hours daily watching TV, on which advertisers spend $79 billion yearly, 1 hour using
their mobile, on which advertisers spend $2 billion in 2007.Mobile advertisement global market revenue is $1.5 billion
in 2006, i.e., 0.2% of the $435 billion spent for advertisement on any media [8]. Mobile advertising revenue is projected
to reach $11.3 billion in 2010 [9], $13.8 billion in 2011 [10]; In Japan, mobile marketing was as big as $850 million
already in 2006.
Multimedia and interactive technologies have been adopted on mobile (Multimedia devices, MMs, Mobile TV, 3G, etc),
and Mobile operators possess huge data about their subscriber profiles and behaviors, that other media may not have.
Among all mobile users, 34% of them are ready to accept mobile advertisement in exchange of free content [11]. All
these will make this market grow very fast.
According to a survey from OPA[7], 50% of mobile users in developed countries use their mobile device the same brand
as their computer. Big Internet players represent most of the mobile traffic as well. Google, Yahoo and MSN are
introducing key assets on the mobile Internet to take further control. Applications are currently free of charge, free of
advertisement. But it can be easily extended to include advertisement, their first source of revenues. (Figure14)
5.2 Advertisement insertion on mobile
Mobile advertisement can be improved by using user profile and behavior information, providing the user with
advertisement of goods & services which he likes, when he needs. Mobile Advertisement could reach higher efficiency
by associating multimedia advertisement with voice calls and SMS. Voice call is still the first killer application for
mobile users. The figure below compares the efficiency of different mobile advertisement options. (Figure 15)
5.3 Advertising and Sponsored Service (Figure 16)
Value Proposition


Businesses provide branded but interesting monikkers to customers at no charge (Sponsored mode)

 Consumers option in to receive advertisements as call alerts (for calls without monikkers) and post-call
advertisement time or location based alerts possible. Can leave material in address book and on time line.


Scenario



Business pays Intermediary or MSP - new advertising platform with measurable delivery.



Parties



Party B – Consumer receiving calls, may opt in for advertising



Party A – Gets interesting monikkers at lower price in sponsored mode



Business Model



Business pays for the new option to promote brand and leave messages with customers



Can include “click to call”, click to “make it mine”



Pay for exposure, pay for results

6. Opportunity & Revenue forecast
6.1 Market potential evaluated in APAC
Data enriched voice service market, from four streams (advertising, entertainment, information, communication), will
grow to €80 billion in revenue by 2010 in APAC. The figure attached presents revenue forecast for call personalization
service in APAC for the period of 2007 through 2010[12]. (Figure 17)
6.2 Market potential for China
TD-SCDMA 3G subscribers China will jump to 28 million by 2011, up from 1.1 million subscribers in 2007, and
estimated 6.4 million in 2008. A key revenue driver in China will come from the applications that will be enabled by 3G.
Chinese consumers will be able to access the Internet, download music, stream Internet video, use mobile mailboxes,
pay bills online and engage in mobile blogging and interactive 3D gaming through their mobile phones. China 3G
value-added services market will grow to $19.5 billion in revenue by 2011, maintaining a Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) of 17.4% from $8.8 billion in 2006[13].,which shows the grand opportunities for call personalization
service in china.
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The figure18 attached presents revenue forecast for 3G value-added services in China for the period of 2006 through
2011[13].
However, blocking points needs to be addressed to go further in business evaluation such as: low penetration of capable
devices on the Chinese Market compared to other countries; difficulty to protect patents in China; lack of local structure
and operations in china to provide local support as requested by Chinese operators; maturity of the product for quick
commercial launch with required feature (advertisement).
7. Conclusions and suggestion
Voice and data united in a globally interoperable enhanced call model, and the customer can use any handset type –
VoIP, 3G, Smartphone, Softphone, Hardphone and any network as common as CLI (command line interface), are
integral to enrich more personal communications.
In the future, VoIP will be a grand threat to the mobile operator for voice service, because the cost of VoIP is much
lower. But data enriched voice service is a benefit, as mobile operators can still charge at the same price for voice:
valued service provided for a monthly subscription fee plus per call charges for some applications and all of the Internet
business models, and keep on being attractive as they offer data services on top of voice.
For such a new area there are many ideas about how to proceed. Some claim “patents pending” while others have
granted patents, though in quite diverse areas and sometimes rather late. However potential investors should make their
own assessment.
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Table 1. APAC (excl Japan) Mobile Music Service Revenues & Forecast

Figure 1. Traditional call model

Figure 2. New call model

Figure 3. Innovation in personalization
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Figure 4. Gizmoz application

Figure 5. Vringo application

Figure 6. Klonies application

Figure 7. Ringjam application

Figure 8. Monikker application
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Figure 9. SMS portal

Figure 10. 2D bar code

Figure 11. Apple’s I-Phone

Figure 12. Yahoo Go

Figure 13. Monikker Network Marketing
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Figure 14 .Yahoo Go advertisement

Figure15. Efficiency of the different mobile advertisement options

Figure 16.

Call model for advertisement
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Figure 17.

Personalization of Calling Experience - Fits in 1st wave of revenue growth

Figure 18.
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China’s 3G value added service forecast

